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From superconductors to atomic nuclei, dense1

strongly-interacting many-body systems are2

ubiquitous in nature. Measuring the ground-3

state distribution of particles in such systems4

is a formidable challenge, often met by particle5

knockout scattering experiments [1–9]. However,6

quantum mechanics imposes a fundamental lim-7

itation on interpreting such measurements due8

to interferences of initial- and final-state interac-9

tions (ISI/FSI) between the incoming and scat-10

tered particles and the residual system [1, 10–11

13]. This is a fundamental limitation for prob-12

ing the microscopic structure of atomic nuclei.13

Here we overcome this by measuring the quasi-14

free scattering of 48 GeV/c 12C ions from hydro-15

gen. The distribution of single nucleons is stud-16

ied by detecting two protons at large angles in17

coincidence with an intact 11B nucleus. The 11B18

detection is shown to select the transparent part19

of the reaction and exclude the otherwise large20

ISI/FSI contributions that would break the 11B21

apart. By detecting residual 10B and 10Be nu-22

clei, we further identified short-range correlated23

(SRC) nucleon-nucleon pairs [13–15], and estab-24

lish the separation of the pair wave-function from25

that of the residual nuclear system [13, 16]. All26

measured reactions are well described by theoret-27

ical calculations that do not contain ISI/FSI. Our28

results thus showcase a new ability to study the29

short-distance structure of short-lived radioactive30

atomic nuclei at the forthcoming FAIR [17] and31

FRIB [18] facilities. These studies will be pivotal32

for developing a ground-breaking microscopic un-33

derstanding of nuclei far from stability and of cold34

dense nuclear systems such as neutron stars.35

Strongly-interacting systems are difficult to study. In36

the special case of strongly-interacting atoms in ultra-37

cold traps, ground-state properties can be directly mea-38

sured by instantaneously turning off the interactions be-39

tween the atoms and the trap itself [19]. This allows40

exploring a wide range of fundamental quantum mechan-41

ical phenomena and to imitate strongly correlated states42

in condensed matter systems where similar control over43

inter-particle interactions cannot be obtained [20].44

Due to their high-density and complex strong interac-45

tion, constructing such model systems for atomic nuclei46

is extremely challenging. Instead, the distribution of nu-47

cleons in nuclei is traditionally studied using high-energy48

electron scattering experiments that detect the scattered49

electron and knockout nucleon with high-resolution spec-50

trometers. Pre-selection of the reaction kinematics or51

post-selection of the un-detected residual nucleus allows52

suppressing ISI/FSI effects and use energy and momen-53

tum conservation to reconstruct the distribution of nu-54

cleons in the nucleus [1, 13, 14, 21–23].55

While largely limited to stable nuclei, such experiments56

helped establish the nuclear shell model [1, 2] and the57

existence of SRC nucleon pairs [13, 14] that constitute58

the next significant approximation to nuclear structure59

after the shell model.60

Extending these studies to radioactive nuclei far from61

nuclear stability is a growing frontier of nuclear science.62

Such studies require performing scattering experiments63

in inverse kinematics, where low luminosity high-energy64

beams of radioactive nuclei are scattered from protons65

in hydrogen targets [24]. The cross-section for such reac-66

tions is significantly higher than that for electron scatter-67

ing, but comes at the price of large ISI that prevents kine-68

matical pre-selection. Additionally, since there is rarely69

sufficient energy resolution to determine the residual nu-70

clear state from the measured momenta of the knocked-71

out nucleons, post-selection requires direct detection of72

the residual nuclear system.73

Here we use post-selection in high-energy inverse kine-74

matics (p, 2p) scattering to probe single-particle states75

and SRCs in the well understood 12C nucleus. By detect-76

ing a bound nuclear fragment we select the transparent77

part of the scattering reaction where neither the incom-78

ing proton nor the outgoing nucleons undergo ISI/FSI.79

By identifying 11B fragment we successfully study the80

distribution of protons in the p-shell of 12C, where we81

obtain consistent distributions for both quasielastic (QE)82

and inelastic (IE) scattering reactions. Selecting 10B and83

10Be fragments we further identify, for the first time in84

inverse kinematics, the hard breakup of SRC pairs. We85

directly measure the pair motion in the nucleus and es-86

tablish the separation of the strong inter-pair interaction87

from the residual nuclear system.88

While significantly reducing the measured event rate,89

these post-selection requirements are shown to ensure90

that the measured reaction has little to no sensitivity91

to ISI/FSI, thereby opening the door to studying the92

single-particle and short-distance structure of nuclei far93

from stability.94

Experimental setup95

The experiment took place at the Joint Institute for96

Nuclear Research (JINR), using a 4 GeV/c/nucleon ion97

beam from the Nuclotron accelerator, a stationary liquid-98

hydrogen target, and a modified BM@N (Baryonic Mat-99
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Fig. 1. | Experimental Setup and Fragment Identification. (a) Carbon nuclei traveling at 48 GeV/c hit protons in a
liquid hydrogen target, knocking out individual protons from the beam-ion. Position- and time-sensitive detectors (MWPC,
GEM, RPC, Si, and DCH) are used to track the incoming ion beam, knockout protons, and residual nuclear fragments
and determine their momenta. (b) The bend of the nuclear fragments in the large dipole magnet, combined with charge
measurements with the beam counters (BC) allows identifying the various fragments. In this work we refer to events with
detected 11B, 10B, and 10Be heavy fragments, see text for details.

ter at Nuclotron) experimental setup, as shown in Fig. 1a.100

The beam was monitored upstream the target us-101

ing thin scintillator-based beam counters (BCs) used for102

charge identification, a beam-halo veto beam counter (V-103

BC), and two multi-wire proportional chambers (MW-104

PCs) for event-by-event beam tracking. The BC closer105

to the target was also used to define the event start time106

t0.107

A two-arm spectrometer (TAS) was placed down-108

stream of the target to detect the two protons from the109

(p, 2p) reaction that emerge at 24◦ − 37◦, corresponding110

to 90◦ QE scattering in the two-protons center-of-mass111

(c.m) frame. Each spectrometer arm consisted of two112

scintillator trigger counters (TC), a gas electron multi-113

plier (GEM) station and a multi-gap resistive plate cham-114

ber (RPC) wall.115

Proton tracks were reconstructed using their hit lo-116

cation in the GEM and RPC walls. We only consider117

events where the interaction vertex of each proton is re-118

constructed within the central 26 cm of the target and the119

distance between them is smaller than 4 cm (Extended120

Data Fig. 1). The time difference between the RPC and121

t0 signals define the proton time of flight (TOF), that122

is used to determine its momentum from the measured123

track length, assuming a proton mass.124

As the protons of interest for our analysis have mo-125

menta between 1.5 and 2.5 GeV/c (β = 0.85 = 0.935),126

we conservatively reject events with proton tracks having127

β > 0.96 or < 0.8.128

Signals from the TC were combined with the BCs up-129

stream the target to form the main 12C(p, 2p) reaction130

trigger for the experiment. Additional triggers were set131

up for monitoring and calibration purposes, see online132

supplementary materials for details.133

Nuclear fragments following the (p, 2p) reaction are134

emitted at small angles with respect to the incident beam135

with momentum that is similar to the beam momentum.136

Three silicon (Si) planes and two MWPCs were placed137

in the beam-line downstream the target to measure the138

fragment scattering angle. Following the MWPCs the139

fragments enter a large acceptance 2.87 T·m dipole mag-140

net. Two drift chambers (DCH) are used to measure the141

fragment trajectory after the magnet.142

The fragment momenta are determined from their143

measured bending angle in the magnet. Fragments are144

identified from the combination of their bend angle in145

the magnet and energy deposition in the two scintillator146

BCs placed between the target and the magnet entrance,147

see Fig. 1b. The latter is proportional to the sum of all148

fragment charges squared (Zeff =
√∑

Z2).149

See Methods and online supplementary materials for150

additional details on the experimental setup and data151

analysis procedures.152

Single proton knockout153

We identify exclusive 12C(p, 2p)11B events by requiring154

the detection of a 11B fragment in coincidence with two155

charged particle tracks in the TAS. Energy and momen-156

tum conservation for this reaction reads:157

p̄12C + p̄tg = p̄1 + p̄2 + p̄11B, (1)
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Fig. 2. | Quasi-Free Scattering (QFS) Distributions.
The correlation between the measured missing-energy Emiss,
calculated in the 12C rest-frame, and the measured lab-frame
two-proton in-plane opening angle. Distributions are shown
for (a) 12C(p, 2p) and (b) 12C(p, 2p)11B events. Quasielastic
(QE) events are seen as a peak around low missing energy
and opening angles of ∼ 63◦ that is marked by a red oval.
Inelastic (IE) reactions populate higher missing-energy and
lower opening angles while ISI/FSI populate both regions and
the ridge between them in the inclusive spectra.

where p̄12C = (
√

(p2
12C +m2

12C), 0, 0, p12C) and p̄tg =158

(mp, 0, 0, 0) are respectively the incident beam-ion and159

target proton four-momentum vectors. p̄1, p̄2, and p̄11B160

are the four-momentum vectors of the detected protons161

and 11B fragment. Assuming QE scattering off a mean-162

field nucleon we can approximate p̄12C = p̄i + p̄11B, where163

p̄i is the initial proton four-momentum inside the 12C ion.164

Substituting into Eq. 1 we obtain:165

p̄i ≈ p̄miss ≡ p̄1 + p̄2 − p̄tg, (2)

where p̄miss is the measured missing four-momentum of166

the reaction and is only equal to p̄i in the case of unper-167

turbed (no ISI/FSI) QE scattering. Through the text,168

the missing momentum vector is shown and discussed169

after being boosted from the lab-frame to the 12C ion170

rest-frame.171

Figure 2 shows the measured missing energy Emiss ≡172

mp − emiss (where emiss is the energy component of p̄miss173

in the 12C rest-frame) vs. the lab-frame two-proton in-174

plane opening angle, θ1 + θ2. Distributions are shown175

for 12C(p, 2p) (left panel) and 12C(p, 2p)11B (right panel)176

events. Both distributions show two distinct regions:177

(A) low missing-energy and large in-plane opening angles178

that correspond to QE scattering and (B) high missing179

energy and small in-plane opening angles that correspond180

to inelastic (IE) scattering.181

The inclusive 12C(p, 2p) events are contaminated by182

ISI/FSI backgrounds around and underlying both IE183

and QE regions (see Extended Data Fig. 2 for 1D184

projections). This background is not evident in the185

12C(p, 2p)11B case, which is our first indication that re-186

quiring the coincidence detection of 11B fragments selects187

a unique subset of one-step processes where a single nu-188

cleon was knocked-out without any further interaction189

with the residual fragment. We note that while bound190

excited states cannot be separated from the ground state191

in 12C(p, 2p)11B events, their contribution is small [25]192

and should not impact the measured momentum distri-193

bution. See Methods for details.194

Fig. 3a shows further evidence for ISI/FSI suppression195

by comparing the measured missing-momentum distri-196

bution for 12C(p, 2p) QE events with and without 11B197

tagging. The QE selection was done using the missing-198

energy and in-plane opening-angle cuts depicted in Fig. 2199

following a 2σ selection (see Methods for details). The200

measured 12C(p, 2p) QE events show a significant high-201

momentum tail that extends well beyond the nuclear202

Fermi-momentum (≈ 250 MeV/c) and is characteristic203

for ISI/FSI [13]. This tail is completely suppressed by204

the 11B detection.205

Figure 3b compares the measured 11B momentum dis-206

tribution in the 12C rest-frame for both QE and IE207

12C(p, 2p)11B events. The fragment momentum distri-208

bution is equal for both reactions. This shows that the209

observation of a bound fragment selects quasi-free unper-210

turbed single-step reactions, even in the case of inelastic211

NN scattering and in a kinematical region which is oth-212

erwise dominated by FSI events.213

In true unperturbed single-step 12C(p, 2p)11B QE scat-214

tering the measured missing- and fragment-momenta215

should balance each other. Fig. 3c shows the distribution216

of the cosine of the opening angle between the missing-217

and fragment-momenta in the plane transverse to the in-218

cident beam-ion (which is insensitive to boost effects and219

is measured with better resolution). While broadened220

due to our detector resolutions, a clear back-to-back cor-221

relation is observed which is a distinct signature of QE222

reactions.223

The data shown in Fig. 3 are compared to theoretical224

calculations of QE (p, 2p) scattering off a p-shell nucleon225

in 12C. The calculation is implemented via a simulation226

that accounts for the experimental acceptance and detec-227

tor resolutions, uses measured 1H(p, 2p) elastic scattering228

cross section, and does not include ISI/FSI effects. The229

total simulated event yield was scaled to match the data.230

See methods for details. The calculation well reproduce231

the measured distribution.232

The calculation agrees well with all measured233

12C(p, 2p)11B distributions, including the fragment mo-234

mentum distribution for IE events. This is a clear indica-235

tion that the 11B detection strongly suppresses ISI/FSI,236

providing access to ground-state properties of 12C. Ad-237

ditional data-theory comparisons are shown in Extended238

Data Fig. 2 and 3.239

Our data shows that the 12C(p, 2p)11B QE events yield240

account for (40.3 ± 2.0 (stat) ± 5.5 (sys))% of the to-241

tal number of 12C(p, 2p) QE events measured in our242

kinematics. We further measured 12C(p, 2p)10B and243

12C(p, 2p)10Be events that correspond to QE scattering244
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Fig. 3. | Momentum Distributions. (a) Missing-momentum distribution in 12C rest-frame for quasielastic 12C(p, 2p) and
12C(p, 2p)11B events. (b) 11B fragment momentum distribution in 12C rest-frame for quasielastic and inelastic 12C(p, 2p)11B
events. The light blue points in (a) and the open symbols in (b) have a small artificial offset for better visibility. (c) Distribution
of the cosine of the opening-angle between the missing- and fragment-momentum in the plane transverse to the beam. Solid red
line shows the result of our quasielastic reaction simulation. Data error bars show statistical uncertainties at the 1σ confidence
level. The y-axis shows the counts for the quasielastic distribution. The inelastic distributions are normalized to the peak
region of the quasielastic distribution. All variables are shown in the 12C rest-frame.

to an excited 11B state that de-excites via neutron or245

proton emission respectively. These events correspond246

to (11.1± 1.1 (stat)± 1.5 (sys))% (10B) and ≤ 2% (10Be)247

of the total number of 12C(p, 2p) QE events. See Methods248

section for details. Therefore, in ∼ 50% of the measured249

12C(p, 2p) QE events the residual nucleus is fragmented250

to lighter fragments (Z < 4).251

Hard Breakup of SRC Pairs252

Next we study SRCs by selecting 12C(p, 2p)10B and253

12C(p, 2p)10Be events. SRC breakup reactions produce254

10B and 10Be fragments when interacting with a proton-255

neutron (pn) or proton-proton (pp) pair, respectively.256

The fragment selection guarantees exclusion of secondary257

scattering processes as shown in the previous section. It258

implies also a selection of an excitation-energy window259

of the residual A-2 system corresponding to its nucleon260

separation energy. As pn-SRC were shown to be 20 times261

more abundant than pp-SRC pairs [26–30], we expect to262

observe 10 times more 10B fragments than 10Be. The lat-263

ter have 2 times larger contribution to the cross-section264

as the reaction can take place off either proton in the265

pair.266

10B and 10Be fragments can also be formed due to QE267

single-proton knockout, as discussed above, that results268

in an excited 11B fragment that de-excites via nucleon269

emission. In this case the (p, 2p) part of the reaction270

should be identical to the QE 11B process, except the271

10B or 10Be momenta will not strongly correlate with272

pmiss.273

An interaction with a nucleon that is part of an SRC274

pair will be significantly different. The high relative mo-275

mentum of nucleons in SRC pairs leads to a large value of276

pi that is largely balanced by a single correlated nucleon,277

as oppose to the entire A−1 nucleons system. Therefore,278

we require |pmiss| > 350 MeV/c to select SRC breakup279

events that are far enough from the Fermi level where280

contributions from meanfield nucleons are negligible.281

IE events where the high-pmiss is caused by the pro-282

duction of additional particles or by QE interaction fol-283

lowed by FSI that knock out a neutron from the 11B284

fragment will not be suppressed by this requirement. IE285

interactions can be suppressed by requiring a large in-286

plane opening angle between the protons measured in287

the (p, 2p) reaction and restricting the missing-energy of288

the reaction (Fig. 2).289

To guide these selections we used the Generalized Con-290

tact Formalism (GCF) [16] to simulate (p, 2p) scatter-291

ing off high missing-momentum SRC pairs. The GCF292

predicts an in-plane opening angle larger than 63◦ and293

−110 ≤ Emiss ≤ 240 MeV (see Methods and Extended294

Data Fig. 4 for details).295

We further apply to the two-proton selection the same296

vertex and β cuts mentioned above and use total-energy297

and momentum conservation to ensure exclusivity by re-298

quiring a missing nucleon mass in the entire reaction:299

M2
miss, excl. = (p̄12C + p̄tg− p̄1− p̄2− p̄10B(Be))

2 ≈ m2
N (see300

Extended Data Fig. 5).301

We measured 26 12C(p, 2p)10B and 3 12C(p, 2p)10Be302

events that pass the missing-momentum, missing-energy,303

in-plane opening angle, and total missing mass cuts de-304

scribed above. We note that our measured events rate305

and 10B to 10Be ratio is inconsistent with being domi-306

nated by mean field QE scattering followed by FSI with307

a single nucleon in 11B and/or de-excitation via nucleon308

emission. See Methods for details.309

Figure 4 shows the missing-energy and missing-310

momentum distributions of the selected SRC311

12C(p, 2p)10B events. The measured distributions312

show good agreement with the GCF predictions. Addi-313
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Fig. 4. | SRC Selection in missing momentum and
energy. (a) Correlation between the missing-energy and
missing-momentum for the measured 12C(p, 2p)10B (upwards
facing purple triangles) and 12C(p, 2p)10Be (Downwards fac-
ing brown triangles) selected SRC events, on top of the GCF
simulation (color scale). (b) and (c) one dimensional pro-
jections for the measured (black points) and GCF simulated
(orange line) missing-energy (b) and missing-momentum (c).
Data error bars show statistical uncertainties at the 1σ con-
fidence level.

tional kinematical distributions are shown and compared314

with the GCF in Extended Data Fig. 6 and 7. We specif-315

ically note that the distributions of the z-component316

of the missing-momentum is not centered around zero317

and is shifted towards the incident beam-direction.318

This is expected given the strong s-dependence of the319

large-angle elementary proton-proton elastic scattering320

cross-section. See discussion in Methods.321

Next we examine the angular correlations between the322

nucleons in the pair and between the pair and the 10B323

fragment. Figure 5a shows the distribution of the co-324

sine of the angle between the missing momentum (Eq. 2)325

and the undetected recoil nucleon momentum. The latter326

is reconstructed using total energy and momentum con-327

servation. A clear back-to-back correlation is observed,328

as expected for strongly-correlated nucleon pairs. The329

width of the distribution is driven by the pair c.m. mo-330

tion. It shows good agreement with the GCF prediction331

that assumes a three-dimensional Gaussian c.m. momen-332

tum distribution with width measured in electron scat-333

tering [31]. An independent measurement of the pair c.m.334

momentum distribution is given by the 10B momentum335

distribution (Extended Data Fig. 6e-h) that is measured336

here for the first time and is also consistent with the GCF337

predictions.338

Last we examine the factorization of the measured SRC339

pairs from the the residual nuclear system. The strong340

two-body interaction between the nucleons in the pair341

was predicted [13, 16] to allow modeling its distribution342

as independent functions of the pair relative and c.m.343

motion, with no correlation between them. Such fac-344

torization dramatically simplifies SRC calculations and345

should be evident experimentally by a lack of correlation346

between the pair c.m. and relative momenta.347

Figure 5b shows the distribution of the cosine of the348

angle between the 10B fragment momentum (i. e. pair349

c.m. momentum) and the pair relative momentum given350

by prel = (pmiss − pn)/2, where pn is the reconstructed351

recoil neutron momenta. The GCF assumes the above352

mentioned factorization and therefore predicts a flat dis-353

tribution. The data is consistent with this asumption.354

Therefore by reporting here on the first measurement of355

SRC pairs with the detection of the residual bound A−2356

nucleons system we are able to provide first experimen-357

tal evidence for the factorization of SRC pairs from the358

many-body nuclear medium.359

Conclusions360

The dominant contributions of ISI/FSI to nucleon-361

knockout scattering measurements has been a major dif-362

ficulty for experimentally extracting nucleon distribu-363

tions in nuclei [13, 32–35]. Even in high-energy elec-364

tron scattering at selected kinematics that minimize365

their contributions, the remaining FSI effect had to be366

taken into account using theoretical estimates that in-367

troduce significant model dependence to the obtained re-368

sults [3, 13, 14, 35, 36].369

At lower beam energies, the method of quasi-free370

proton-induced nucleon knockout in inverse kinematics371
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Fig. 5. | Angular correlations in SRC breakup events.
Distributions of the cosine of the angle between (a) the recoil
nucleon and missing momentum and (b) 10B fragment and
pair relative-momentum. Data (black points) are compared
with GCF predictions (orange lines). Data error bars show
statistical uncertainties assuming poisson distribution at the
1σ confidence level.
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has been recently developed and applied to study the372

single-particle structure of exotic nuclei [4, 5, 8, 25]. The373

data analysis and interpretation of these results heavily374

relies on the assumption that the extracted particle dis-375

tributions are free from FSI contamination that has not376

been experimentally proven to date.377

Our findings however clearly demonstrate the feasibil-378

ity of accessing properties of single-nucleons and SRC379

nucleon pairs in neutron-rich nuclei using high-energy380

radioactive beams, produced at upcoming accelerator381

facilities such as FRIB and FAIR. With this method,382

we accomplished a big step towards realizing the goal383

of such facilities, which is exploring the formation of384

visible matter in the universe in the laboratory. The385

presented experimental method thus provides a basis386

to approximate, as closely as possible, the dense cold387

neutron-rich matter in neutron stars in the laboratory.388
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Methods620

Ion Beam. The primary beam ions were produced in621

a Creon source and accelerated in the Nuclotron [37].622

delivered quasi-continuously in 2 second long pulses with623

a 8 second pause between pulses. Each pulse delivered624

2.5× 105 ions on average.625

The beam contained a mixture of Carbon-12, Nitrogen-626

14, and Oxygen-16 ions with fractions of 68%, 18%, and627

14% respectively. The 12C ions have a beam momentum628

of 3.98 GeV/c/u at the center of the LH2 target. They629

are focused on the target with a beam diameter of about630

4 cm, See Extended Data Fig. 1c.631

The beam ions are identified on an event-by-event basis632

using their energy loss in the BC detectors (BC1, BC2633

upstream the target) that is proportional to their nuclear634

charge squared Z2. The selection of the incoming nuclear635

species is shown in Extended Data Fig. 8. Pile-up events636

are rejected by checking the multiplicity of the BC2 time637

signal.638

The detectors upstream the target. Prior to hit-639

ting the target the beam was monitored by the two thin640

scintillator-based beam counters (BC1, BC2) and two641

multi-wire proportional chambers (MWPCs) mentioned642

above. The MWPCs determined the incident beam ion643

trajectory for each event. Besides using the energy depo-644

sition in the BCs for particle identification, the BC closer645

to the target was readout by a fast MCP-PMT used to646

define the event start time t0. Beam halo interactions647

were suppressed using a dedicated BC veto counter (V-648

BC), consisting of a scintillator with a 5 cm diameter649

hole in its center.650

Liquid-hydrogen target. The target [38] was cryo-651

genically cooled and the hydrogen was recondensated us-652

ing liquid helium. The liquid hydrogen was held in a653

30 cm long and 6 cm diameter aluminized Mylar cylin-654

drical container at 20 Kelvin and 1.1 atmospheres. The655

container entrance and exit windows were made out of656

110 micron thick Mylar. The target constitute a 14%657

interaction length for 12C. A sketch of the target cell is658

shown in Extended Data Fig. 1.659

Two-arm spectrometer (TAS). A two-arm spectrom-660

eter was placed downstream of the target and was used661

to detect the two protons from the (p, 2p) reaction that662

emerge at 24◦ − 37◦. The vertical acceptance of each663

arm equals ±7◦. These laboratory scattering angles cor-664

respond to ∼ 90◦ (75◦ to 101◦) QE scattering in the two-665

protons center-of-mass (c.m.). Each spectrometer arm666

consisted of scintillator trigger counters (TC), gas elec-667

tron multiplier (GEM) stations, and multi-gap resistive668

plate chamber (RPC) walls.669

Proton tracks are formed using their hit location in the670

GEM and RPC walls. These allow determining the scat-671

tered protons angles relative to the incident beam direc-672

tion. The vertex resolution along the beam-line direction673

is 1.8 cm (1σ) and was measured using a triple-foil lead674

target as detailed in the Online Supplementary Material.675

The time difference between the RPC and t0 signals676

define the proton time of flight (TOF) that, combined677

with the measured track length, is used to determine its678

momentum. Measurements of gamma rays from interac-679

tions with a single-foil lead target were used for absolute680

time-of-flight calibration and determine a resolution of681

better 100 ps with respect to t0 (for a total TOF resolu-682

tion of 175 ps). The obtained TOF resolution dominate683

the momentum resolution, see online Supplementary Ma-684

terials for details.685

Data Taking and Quality. Signals from the TAS-TCs686

were combined with the BC and V-BC scintillators sig-687

nals to form the main 12C(p, 2p) reaction trigger for the688

experiment. Additional triggers were set up for monitor-689

ing and calibration purposes, see online Supplementary690

Materials for details.691

The stability of the trigger was monitored on-line dur-692

ing the experiment as part of our data quality control.693

We collected and recorded about 20 million triggers. The694

ratio between BC2/BC1 and BC4/BC3 was not smaller695

than 65%, and the rate on the V-BC is on average 24%696

relative to BC2. The physics data were taken with a rate697

of about 180 Hz as measured during a beam pulse dura-698

tion. Variations of beam detector pulse height over the699

measurement time was monitored and accounted for in700

the analysis. No significant run-to-run variations were701

observed in any of the final observables.702

Reaction Vertex and Proton Identification. The703

z-position (along the beamline) of the reaction vertex704

is reconstructed from two tracks in the TAS, while the705

(x, y) position is obtained from the extrapolated MWPC706

track in front of the target since this system provides a707

better transverse position resolution. Details about the708

algorithm and performance can be found in the Online709

Supplementary Materials.710

The reconstructed vertex position along the beam-line711

and transverse to it with the liquid-hydrogen target in-712

serted is shown in Extended Data Fig. 1. Clearly, the713

structure of the target is reconstructed, including the714

LH2 volume but also scattering from other in-beam ma-715

terials such as the target walls, styrofoam cover, and716

various isolation foils. The vertex quality is ensured by717

requiring that the minimum distance between the two718

tracks, which define the vertex, is smaller than 4 cm. In719

addition, we place a selection on the absolute z-vertex720

requiring it to be reconstracted within ±13 cm from the721

center of the target.722

Scattering from the target vessel that was not rejected723

by the veto counter is removed by a cut on the (x, y)-724
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vertex direction, excluding the strong peak at the en-725

trance of the target (Extended Data Fig. 1c).726

Having determined the tracks and the vertex, the mo-727

menta of the presuming two protons are calculated with728

respect to the incoming beam direction and using the729

time-of-flight information between the target and the730

RPC.731

In order to select (p, 2p) events from Quasi-Free Scat-732

tering (QFS), other particles that also create a track but733

originating from e. g. inelastic reactions like pions need734

to be rejected. We apply several criteria, that are fur-735

ther outlined in the next section, but the basic selection736

is applied to the velocity of the two measured particles737

which is shown in Supplementary Material Fig. 4a. In738

the analysis, every particle must pass the velocity condi-739

tion 0.8 < β < 0.96 that removes fast and slow pions in740

coincidence with another particle.741

Fragment Detection. Nuclear fragments following the742

(p, 2p) reaction are emitted at small angles with respect743

to the incident beam with momentum that is similar to744

the beam momentum. Three silicon (Si) planes and two745

MWPCs are placed in the beam-line downstream the tar-746

get to measure the fragment scattering angle. Follow-747

ing the MWPCs the fragments enter a large acceptance748

2.87 T·m dipole magnet, and are bent according to their749

momentum-to-charge ratio (P/Z), i. e. magnetic rigidity.750

Following the magnet, two drift chambers (DCH) with 8751

wire-planes each are used to measure the fragment tra-752

jectory.753

The fragment momenta are determined from the mea-754

surement of their bending angle in the magnet. Fragment755

identification (nuclear mass and charge) is done using756

their bend in the magnetic field and energy deposition757

in two scintillator BCs (3,4) placed between the target758

and the magnet entrance, see Fig. 1b. The latter is pro-759

portional to the sum over all fragment charges squared,760

Zeff ≡
√∑

Z2.761

Fragment Momentum and Identification. We fol-762

low a simulation-based approach to derive P/Z from a763

multi-dimensional fit (MDF) to the measured fragment764

trajectories before and after the magnet. The particle765

trajectory is determined using the MWPC-Si tracking766

system before the magnet, and using the DCHs after the767

magnet. Both tracks serve as input for the P/Z determi-768

nation.769

The momentum resolution was determined using770

empty target measurements of 12C ions and found to771

equal 0.7 GeV/c (1.5%) (Supplementary Fig. 2). This772

resolution is consistent with the resolution expected from773

events obtained with simulation that accounts for the in-774

coming beam energy spread. The achieved momentum775

accuracy is evaluated to equal 0.2%. Using our beam776

trigger (see online Supplementary) we verified that the777

momentum reconstruction resolution is the same when778

the 12C ions go through a full liquid-hydrogen target.779

The fragment tracking efficiency, including the de-780

tection efficiency of the upstream MWPC-Si, down-781

stream DCH detectors, and track reconstruction algo-782

rithm equals ∼ 50%. See online Supplementary Materi-783

als for details on the tracking algorithms and its perfor-784

mance.785

Figure 1b illustrates an example of this fragment iden-786

tification from the experimental data using P/Z obtained787

by the MDF vs. total charge measured in the scintilla-788

tors.789

This work focuses only on fragments with nuclear790

charge of 4 or larger with a single track matched be-791

tween the upstream and downstream tracks. Therefore,792

although the charge of the fragments is only measured as793

integrated signal in BC3 and BC4 counters, the Boron794

isotopes can be selected unambiguously since no possible795

combination of fragments could otherwise mimic a sig-796

nal amplitude proportional to
∑
Z2 = 25. In the case797

of 10Be, the only other fragment of interest here with798

Zeff = 4, contamination from within the resolution is ex-799

cluded by using the additional P/Z information. 10Be is800

the only possible fragment with P/Z ∼ 10 GeV/c in that801

region and is well separated.802

Besides requesting a good vertex and single global-803

track events, we employ Zeff and P/Z selection criteria804

to identify 11B, 10B, or 10Be. A two-dimensional charge805

selection, as for the incoming charge, was applied here806

for BC3 and BC4. A two-dimensional selection in P/Z807

vs. Zeff was also applied as shown in Fig. 1b with a 2σ808

selection.809

Single heavy fragment detection efficiencies. As810

discussed above, this work is limited to reactions with a811

single heavy (Z ≥ 4) fragment in the final state. The de-812

tection of such a fragment depends on the ability of the813

fragment to emerge from the liquid hydrogen target with-814

out re-interacting, and our ability to identify its charge in815

the two BCs downstream of the target, and reconstruct816

its tracks before and after the magnet.817

We extract the efficiencies for the charge and track818

reconstruction using data collected with a beam and no819

target. We assume that within the quoted uncertainties820

below, there is no difference between the efficiencies for821

detecting Z = 6 and Z = 4 and 5 fragments.822

The charge determination efficiency in the BCs down-823

stream the target was determined by selecting incident824

12C ions based on their energy loss in the BC1 and825

BC2 counters (see Extended Data Fig 8). We then ex-826

amine the fraction of those 12C ions also identified by827

their energy loss in BC3 and BC4 downstream the tar-828

get. This fraction defines a charge identification efficiency829

of εZ = (83 ± 6)%, where the uncertainty is obtained830

from examining different energy-deposition cuts between831

2 − 3σ on the Gaussian distribution in BC3 and BC4.832
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The standard deviation in efficiency from this cut vari-833

ation relative to the mean value defines the uncertainty.834

The fraction of such Zin = Zout = 6 events with a sin-835

gle reconstructed track and P/Z = 8 GeV/c is equal to836

(50 ± 5)%. In case of 10Be fragments the tracking ef-837

ficiency is (50 ± 15)% due to larger systematic effects.838

More details are given below in “Extracting QE ratios”839

and in the online Supplementary.840

Single-Proton Knockout Data-Analysis. The ba-841

sic selection criteria for any analysis require an incoming842

12C, as well as a good reaction vertex, while the parti-843

cles in the arms pass the velocity condition. These selec-844

tions criteria define the inclusive (p, 2p) reaction channel,845

which is dominated by FSI and IE scattering. The exclu-846

sive reaction channel requires the additional detection of847

a 11B fragment, with a single global-track condition and848

defines the one-proton QFS, that includes both QE and849

IE scattering.850

We select a bound 11B where the 3/2− ground-state851

is populated with the largest cross section. However, we852

cannot distinguish bound excited states that de-excite853

via γ-ray emission that are also populated in our experi-854

ment. Previous works [25] found the contribution from855

such states to be small, coming primarily from the 1/2−856

and 3/2− states that contribute ∼10% each to the total857

cross section. This contribution also correspond to p-shell858

knockout and does not impact the resulting momentum859

distribution significantly.860

In order to identify real (p, 2p) QE events and reject IE861

events, we chose missing energy and the in-plane opening862

angle of the two particles measured in the arms, look-863

ing at quantities that are reconstructed from that in-864

dependent detection system. An elliptical cut denoted865

by 2σ is applied in each direction (Fig. 2). The stan-866

dard deviation was obtained from a Gaussian fit to Emiss867

(σ = 0.108 GeV) and θp1 + θp2 (σ = 1.8◦).868

The missing energy is defined as Emiss = mp − emiss,869

where emiss is the energy component of p̄miss in the rest870

frame of the 12C nucleus. The boost from the laboratory871

system into the rest frame is applied along the incoming-872

beam direction considering the reduced beam energy at873

the reaction vertex. The selection region for QE events is874

defined in the exclusive channel with fragment selection,875

in a 2σ ellipse as indicated in Fig. 2. The IE part is de-876

fined from the remaining events within the other ellipse.877

The same criteria are applied in the inclusive channel.878

Correlations with other kinematical variables are shown879

in Extended Data Fig. 9.880

The M2
miss spectrum in Extended Data Fig. 2a shows881

the squared missing mass for the exclusive channel be-882

fore and after applying the QE cut, clearly showing that883

we select background-free QE events with a missing mass884

that equals the proton mass. A lower boundary in the885

squared missing mass of M2
miss > 0.47 GeV2/c4 is ap-886

plied. Since the chosen selection criteria might influence887

other kinematical variables of p̄miss (Eq. 2), we show the888

momentum distributions and angular correlations with889

less strict selection in the Extended Data (Figs. 2, 3)890

which do not show a different behavior and are also de-891

scribed well by the simulation.892

Single-Proton Knockout Simulation. We compare893

the quasielastic 12C(p, 2p)11B data to a MonteCarlo sim-894

ulation for the proton quasielastic scattering off a moving895

12C. In the calculation, the 12C system is treated as spec-896

tator plus initial proton, p12C = p11B + pi. The proton’s897

initial momentum distribution in 12C is sampled from a898

theoretical distribution. Note that all kinematical quan-899

tities discussed here correspond to the carbon rest-frame.900

The momentum distributions are calculated in the901

eikonal formalism for quasi-free scattering as described902

in Ref. [39]. In this work we compare the data to903

the momentum-distribution calculated without absorp-904

tion effects, i. e. without multiple-scattering. Here we905

also compare to the same calculation that includes ab-906

sorption effects from the imaginary part of the potential907

explicitly, calculated in the optical limit of Glauber the-908

ory. See in Extended Data Fig. 10.909

The distorted waves are calculated from the real and910

imaginary part of the optical potential for the inter-911

action between proton and nucleus. The single parti-912

cle wave function of the removed proton is generated913

from a Woods-Saxon potential with radius given by R =914

1.2 ·A1/3 fm and diffuseness a = 0.65 fm, while the depth915

of the potential was adjusted to reproduce the removal916

energy, Sp = 15.96 MeV, of a proton from the p3/2-shell.917

For the 12C nucleus a density distribution from electron918

scattering was used as input, assuming that is has the919

same profile for the proton and neutron densities. The920

density is of the form ρ12C = (1+α·(r/b)2)·exp
{
−r2/b2

}
,921

with α = 1.4 and b chosen so as to reproduce the RMS922

radius of the 12C, b = 2.47 fm.923

Although the fragment selection removes events from924

FSI and we do not need to account for their scattering925

into measured phase space, we look at the calculation926

with absorption since the survival probability is larger if927

the knockout happens at the nuclear surface. This effect928

might create a difference from no distortions. However,929

the momentum distributions with and without absorp-930

tion look very similar, see Ext. Data Fig. 10, and do not931

seem to have a large impact on the reconstructed initial932

momentum distribution in a light system such as 12C.933

In terms of the kinematics, we raffle |pi| from the total-
momentum distribution and randomize its direction. The
proton’s off-shell mass is

m2
off = m2

12C +m2
11B − 2m12C ·

√
m2

11B + p2
i . (3)

The two-body scattering between the proton in 12C and934

the target proton is examined in their c.m. frame. The935

elastic-scattering cross section is parameterized from free936
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pp differential cross section data. Following the scatter-937

ing process, the two protons and 11B four-momenta are938

boosted back into the laboratory frame.939

The two-arm spectrometer was placed such that it cov-940

ers the symmetric, large-momentum transfer, 90◦ c.m.941

scattering region. Given the large forward momentum,942

the detectors cover an angular acceptance of ∼ 24◦ <943

θ < 37◦ in the laboratory system which corresponds to944

∼ 75◦ < θc.m. < 101◦ in the c.m. frame.945

In order to compare the simulated data to the exper-946

imental distributions, the simulation is treated and an-947

alyzed in the same way as the experimental data. Ex-948

perimental acceptances are included. Resolution effects949

are convoluted to proton and fragment momenta. The950

proton time-of-flight resolution ∆ToF/ToF is 0.95% at951

2 GeV/c and the angular resolution 5 mrad, while the952

fragment momentum resolution is 1.5% and the angu-953

lar resolution 1.1 mrad in the x and y directions. The954

angular resolution of the incoming beam is 1.1 mrad.955

The beam-momentum uncertainty, examined as Gaus-956

sian profile, does not significantly impact rest-frame mo-957

mentum distribution as long as the nominal beam mo-958

mentum is the same used for extracting physical quanti-959

ties (or observables) from the experimental data and the960

simulated ion. However, the momentum distributions are961

dominated by the width of the input p-shell momentum962

distribution. When comparing, the simulation is nor-963

malized to the integral of the experimental distributions.964

We find overall good agreement between experiment and965

Monte Carlo simulation showing that the reaction mech-966

anism and QE events sample the proton’s initial momen-967

tum distribution in 12C. Additional data-simulation com-968

parison are shown in Extended Data Fig. 3.969

Extracting QE 12C(p, 2pX)/12C(p, 2p) ratios for 11B,970

10B, and 10Be. To extract the fraction of (p, 2p) events971

with a detected heavy fragment we need to apply several972

corrections to the number of measured events which do973

not cancel in the ratio. The ratio of the exclusive cross974

section with a detected fragment to the inclusive cross975

section is given by:976

12C(p, 2p)X
12C(p, 2p)

=
R

εZ × εtrack × att
, (4)

where977

• R is the measured ratio based on the number of978

QE events for each sample. We added a cut on979

low missing momentum, pmiss < 250 MeV/c, in ad-980

dition to the missing energy and in-plane opening981

angle cuts to clean up the inclusive (p, 2p) sample,982

and focusing at the region of small missing momen-983

tum.984

• εZ is the outgoing fragment charge efficiency. We985

consider a value of εZ = (83 ± 6)%, see discussion986

above.987

• εtrack is the outgoing fragment tacking efficiency.988

We consider a value of εtrack = (50±5)% for 11,10B,989

and εtrack = (50 ± 15)% for 10Be, see discussion990

above.991

• att is the attenuation of the outgoing fragment due992

to secondary fragmentation in the target. After the993

reaction, the flux of the fragment depends on the994

remaining distance the fragment needs to travel in995

the target. The attenuation is given by the reduc-996

tion of this flux997

att = exp(−ρσtotz), (5)

where ρ is the target density and σtot the total re-998

action cross section. We evaluate the attenuation999

factor by taking an average over the 30 cm target1000

length, using σtot = 220 ± 10 mb (assumed to be1001

the same for 10B,10 Be within uncertainty), such1002

that att = 0.87 ± 0.01. Additional break-up reac-1003

tions due to material in the beam-line downstream1004

the target were estimated (and scaled) based on the1005

total cross section on carbon. The contribution to1006

the secondary reaction probability is comparably1007

small, in particular reactions from 11B to 10B or1008

10Be are negligible.1009

The total reaction cross section σtot is calculated in1010

eikonal reaction theory [40] using the 11B harmonic-1011

oscillator like density distribution and the NN cross sec-1012

tion at 4 GeV/c/u as the input. In a benchmark test1013

it reproduces the measured cross section for 11B+12C at1014

kinetic energy of 950 MeV/u [41] while the beam energy1015

has only a very small impact. We consider the ∼ 5% sys-1016

tematic overestimate of eikonal cross sections compared1017

to measurements as uncertainty.1018

From Eq. 4 we see that there are four individ-
ual contributions to the uncertainty in the ratio of
12C(p, 2pX)/12C(p, 2p): statistics ∆R, efficiencies (∆εZ
and ∆εtrack) and attenuation (∆att). In addition we
have a systematic uncertainty due to the event selection
cuts. Each event cut was modified over a given σ range
and the resulting change in the relative yield was taken
as the systematic uncertainty. The 2D Emiss-angle cuts
were varied as (2 ± 1/2)σ, where both these quantities
are described by a Gaussian. The cut in missing mo-
mentum was varied according to the missing momentum
resolution like pmiss < 250± 50 MeV/c. In the following
we quote symmetric uncertainties since we did not ob-
served in the simulation a significant asymmetry in the
measured quantities. Combining these contributions we
obtain the following fractions given with statistical (stat)
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and systematic (sys) uncertainties:

12C(p, 2p)11B
12C(p, 2p)

= (40.3± 2.0 (stat)± 5.5 (sys))%,

12C(p, 2p)10B
12C(p, 2p)

= (11.1± 1.1 (stat)± 1.5 (sys))%,

12C(p, 2p)10Be
12C(p, 2p)

= (1.7± 0.4 (stat)± 0.5 (sys))%.

Selecting high-momentum SRC events. We1019

study SRC events by focusing on 12C(p, 2p)10B and1020

12C(p, 2p)10Be events. We start with the two-proton de-1021

tection imposing the vertex and β cuts mentioned above.1022

The first cut applied to select SRC breakup events is to1023

look at high-missing momentum, pmiss > 350 MeV/c.1024

The remaining event selection cuts are chosen follow-1025

ing a GCF simulation of the 12C(p, 2p) scattering reaction1026

off high missing-momentum SRC pairs. After applying1027

the high-missing momentum cut, we look at the in-plane1028

opening angle between the protons for different cases:1029

(a) inclusive 12C(p, 2p) events, (b) GCF simulated SRC1030

events, (c) exclusive 12C(p, 2p)10B events, and (d) exclu-1031

sive 12C(p, 2p)10Be events. The GCF predicts relatively1032

large opening angles that guides our selection of in-plane1033

lab-frame opening angle larger than 63◦ (that also sup-1034

presses contributions from inelastic reactions that con-1035

tribute mainly at low in-plane angles).1036

Next we apply a missing-energy cut to further exclude1037

inelastic and FSI contributions that appear at very large1038

missing-energies. To this end we examine the correla-1039

tion between the missing energy and missing momentum,1040

after applying the in-plane opening angle cut, for the1041

full range of the missing momentum (i. e., without the1042

pmiss > 350 GeV/c cut), see Extended Data Fig. 4. We1043

chose to cut on −110 < Emiss < 240 MeV.1044

To improve the selection cuts we use the total energy1045

and momentum conservation in reactions at which we1046

identified a fragment (10B or 10Be). We can write the1047

exclusive missing-momentum in these reactions as1048

p̄miss,excl. = p̄12C + p̄tg − p̄1 − p̄2 − p̄10B(Be). (6)

Neglecting the center-of-mass motion of the SRC pair,1049

the missing-mass of this 4-vector should be equal to the1050

nucleon mass m2
miss,excl. w m2

N . The distributions for1051

12C(p, 2p)10B and 12C(p, 2p)10Be events that pass the1052

missing-momentum, in-plane opening angle, and missing-1053

energy cuts are shown in Extended Data Fig. 5 together1054

with the GCF simulation. To avoid background events1055

with very small values of the missing-mass we choose to1056

cut on M2
miss,excl. > 420 MeV2/c4. After applying this1057

cut we are left with 26 12C(p, 2p)10B and 3 12C(p, 2p)10Be1058

events that pass all the SRC cuts.1059

We note that if the measured SRC events were caused1060

by FSI with a neutron in 11B, we would expect to also1061

detect a similar number of 10Be fragments due to FSI1062

with a proton in 11B. At the high energies of our mea-1063

surement these two FSI processes have almost the same1064

rescattering cross sections [42]. Our measurement of only1065

3 10Be events is consistent with the SRC np-dominance1066

expectation and not with FSI.1067

In addition, while our selection cuts suppress QE1068

scattering events off the tail of the mean-field momen-1069

tum distribution they do not completely eliminate them.1070

Therefore, some events could result from de-excitation1071

of high-pmiss
11B fragments. Using the de-excitation1072

cross-sections of Ref. [25] and the measured number of1073

12C(p, 2p)11B events that pass our SRC selection cuts1074

(except for the exclusive missing-mass cut), we estimate1075

a maximal background of 4 10B and 2 10Be events due1076

to knockout of mean-field protons and subsequent de-1077

excitation.1078

Characterizing the selected 12C(p, 2p)10B events.1079

The majority of SRC events with a detected fragment1080

comes with 10B. In the Extended Data we present1081

some kinematical distributions of these selected events1082

together with the GCF simulation. Extended Data Fig. 61083

shows the total 10B fragment and missing moments as1084

well as their different components. Overall good agree-1085

ment between the data and simulation is observed.1086

Due to the high momenta of the nucleons in SRC pairs,1087

it is beneficial to also analyze the missing-momentum dis-1088

tribution in the relativistic light-cone frame where the1089

longitudinal missing-momentum component is given by1090

α = (Emiss − pzmiss)/mp. Similar to pmiss, α is calculated1091

in the 12C rest frame where ẑ is boosted target-proton di-1092

rection. α = 1 for scattering off standing nucleons. α < 11093

(> 1) corresponds to interaction with nucleons that move1094

along (against) the beam direction and therefore decrease1095

(increase) the c.m. energy of the reaction
√
s. Extended1096

Data Fig. 7a shows the α distribution for the measured1097

SRC events. We observe that α < 1, as predicted by the1098

GCF and expected given the strong s-dependence of the1099

large-angle elementary proton-proton elastic scattering1100

cross-section. for completeness, Extended Data Fig. 71101

also shows additional angular correlations between the1102

nucleons in the pair and the 10B fragment, all well repro-1103

duced by the GCF.1104

Estimating the number of SRC 12C(p, 2p)10B and1105

12C(p, 2p)10Be events. As a consistency check we per-1106

formed a simple estimate of the expected number of ex-1107

clusive SRC events based on the measured mean-field1108

12C(p, 2p)11B event yield. We assume SRCs account for1109

20% of the wave function [? ], and that their contribu-1110

tion to the exclusive measurements is suppressed by a1111

factor of 2 as compared to the mean-field 12C(p, 2p)11B1112

due to the transparency of the recoil nucleon [? ? ?1113

]. Therefore, we expect a contribution of 11% SRC and1114

89% mean-field.1115

The mean-field has contributions leading to bound1116
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states (i. e. p-shell knockout leading to 11B) and con-1117

tinuum states (s-shell knockout, non-SRC correlations,1118

etc.) with relative fractions of 53% and 36% respectively1119

(53% + 36% = 89%) [25]. Therefore, given that we mea-1120

sured 424 12C(p, 2p)11B MF (p-shell knockout) events,1121

we expect a total of 424 · (11%/53%) = 88 SRC events.1122

We estimate the experimental loss due to acceptance of1123

the longitudinal momentum (see Extended Data Fig. 6a)1124

as 50%, and another loss of 50% due to the strong cuts1125

applied to select SRC events. Thus, in total, we expect1126

to detect about 88 · 50% · 50% = 22 SRC events.1127

If the SRC pair removal results in A − 2 fragments1128

close to its ground-state, and assuming np-dominance (201129

times more np than pp pairs) we expect a population of1130

90% 10B and 10% 10Be. We also considered that for a1131

pp pair the knockout probability is twice larger than for1132

pn. Using the estimation of 22 total SRC events will1133

lead to 20 events for 10B (we measure 26) and 2 events1134

for 10Be (we measure 3). These simple estimates show1135

overall self-consistency in our data.1136

Last, as our selection cuts suppress, but do not elim-1137

inate events originating from the tail of the mean-field1138

distribution, some events could result from de-excitation1139

of high-pmiss
11B fragments. To evaluate that fraction, we1140

consider 11B events that pass the SRC selection cuts (ex-1141

cept for the exclusive missing mass cut). 39 such events1142

are observed, of the total 424 MF 11B events (i. e. a1143

fraction of 9%). Reference [25] measured a neutron (pro-1144

ton) evaporation cross-section relative to the total con-1145

tinuum cross-section of 17% (7%). Using these fractions1146

we expect a 10B (10Be) contribution from neutron (pro-1147

ton) evaporation based on the measured 11B events of1148

39·(36%/53%)·17% = 4 events (39·(36%/53%)·7% = 2).1149

This is the maximum number that can be expected from1150

this background, since for 10B and 10Be we apply an ad-1151

ditional cut on the exclusive missing mass as explained1152

above.1153
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Extended Data1154
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Extended Data Fig. 1. | Reaction Vertex. Reconstructed reaction vertex in the LH2 target. The position along the beam
line is shown in (a), scattering off in-beam material is also visible. For comparison, a sketch of the target device is shown in
(b), scattering reactions are matched at the entrance window, the target vessel, styrofoam cover. A selection in z < |13 cm| is
applied to reject such reactions. The xy position at the reaction vertex is shown in (c), measured with the MWPCs in front of
the target. The dashed line indicates the target cross section. Scattering at the target vessel at around (x = 2 cm,y = 2 cm)
can be seen which is removed by the selection as indicated by the red circle.
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Extended Data Fig. 2. | Single-Proton Knockout Signatures. Projection in missing energy (a) and in-plane opening
angle (b) of Fig. 2, comparing the inclusive reaction 12C(p, 2p) and tagged events with 11B coincidence (the latter points are
slightly offset for better visibility). The inclusive distribution is area normalized to the tagged one. The fragment selection
clearly suppresses FSI, and the QE signal separates from IE. (c) Proton missing mass for tagged 12C(p, 2p)11B evens. After
the QE selection in Emiss and in-plane opening angle, the distribution is shown in dark blue dots with artificial offset for
better visibility. We apply an additional missing mass cut M2

miss > 0.47 GeV2/c4, indicated by the dashed line. (d) Angular
correlation between the two (p, 2p) protons for quasielastic (M2

miss > 0.55 GeV2/c4) and inelastic (M2
miss < 0.55 GeV2/c4)

reactions only selected by missing mass. The QE events show a strong correlation with a polar opening angle of ∼ 63◦. (e)
The off-plane opening angle for M2

miss > 0.55 GeV2/c4 peaks at 180◦ as expected. The width of this distribution is narrower
than that dictated by the TAS acceptance.
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Extended Data Fig. 3. | Missing and Fragment Momentum. Momentum components for quasielastic 12C(p, 2p)11B
reactions compared to simulation. The proton missing momentum is shown for (a)-(d), while (e)-(h) show the same distributions
but with missing mass cut only (0.55 GeV2/c4 < M2

miss <1.40 GeV2/c4). Agreement with the simulation is found in both
cases. The shift in pmiss,z is associated with a strong pp cross-section scaling with c.m. energy. For the same conditions the
11B fragment momentum components are shown in (i)-(l), and (m)-(p). The dashed lines in p11B,z indicate the momentum
acceptance due to the fragment selection in P/Z.
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Extended Data Fig. 4. | SRC Selection. The proton-proton polar angular correlations are shown in (a)-(d) with
pmiss > 350 MeV/c, the in-plane opening angle cut to be applied is indicated by the dashed line: (a) GCF simulation, (b)
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12C(p, 2p)10Be events that pass the in-plane opening angle cut. The selection cuts in −110 MeV< Emiss < 240 MeV and
pmiss > 350 MeV/c are indicated by the dashed lines.
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Extended Data Fig. 5. | SRC Missing Mass and Momentum Transfer. (a) The exclusive missing mass distributions
for 12C(p, 2p)10B events and 12C(p, 2p)10Be events that pass the missing momentum, in-plane opening angle, and missing
energy cuts together with the GCF simulation (orange). The blue line represents the applied cut on the exclusive missing-mass
M2

miss,excl. > 0.42 GeV2/c4. (b) and (c) represent the Mandelstam variables for the same cases, 10B and 10Be, (d) shows the

two-dimensional momentum-transfer plot for 10B.
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Extended Data Fig. 6. | SRC Missing and Fragment Momentum. The missing momentum distributions (a)–(d) for
the selected 12C(p, 2p)10B SRC events (black) together with the GCF simulation (orange). Acceptance effects, especially in the
transverse direction are well captured by the simulation. The lower figures (e)–(h) show the fragment momentum distributions
in the rest frame of the nucleus for the same selected 12C(p, 2p)10B SRC events (black) together with the GCF simulation
(orange).
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Extended Data Fig. 8. | Incoming Beam Ions. Charge identification of incoming beam ions measured event-wise using
the two BC counters in front of the target (BC1, BC2). Besides 12C, the A/Z = 2 nuclei 14N and 16O are mixed in the beam
with less intensity.
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Extended Data Fig. 9. | Kinematical Correlations in single-proton Knockout. Figures (a)-(c) show the inclusive
12C(p, 2p) channel, and (d)-(f) the exclusive channel, i. e. with tagging 11B. In both cases, the quasielastic peak (QE) and
inelastic (IE) events are visible, while ISI/FSI are reduced by the fragment tagging. Eventually, a selection in Emiss and in-
plane opening angle was chosen to select QE events, see Fig. 2. The distributions are not corrected for fragment-identification
efficiency.
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Supplementary Materials for: Unperturbed inverse kinematics nucleon knockout1155

measurements with a 48 GeV/c Carbon beam1156

1. BM@N Detector Configuration. The BM@N experimental setup at JINR allows to perform fixed-target1157

experiments with high-energy nuclear beams that are provided by the Nuclotron accelerator [43]. Our experiment was1158

designed such that in particular protons under large laboratory angles can be measured. That dictated a dedicated1159

upstream target position and modified setup as used for studies of baryonic matter, but using the same detectors [44].1160

The setup comprises a variety of detection systems to measure positions, times, and energy losses to eventually obtain1161

particle identification and determine their momenta. We are using scintillator detectors, multi-wire proportional1162

chambers, Silicon strip detectors, drift chambers, gas-electron multipliers, and resistive plate chambers as shown in1163

Fig. 1 and described in the following.1164

Beam Counters (BC): A set of scintillator counters, installed in the beam-line, based on a scintillator plate with1165

an air light guide read in by a PMT were used. Two counters (BC1 and BC2) were located before the target: BC11166

was located at the beam entrance to the experimental area. It is a 15 cm in diameter and 3 mm thick scintillator1167

read out by a XP2020 Hamamatsu PMT. BC2 was located right in front of the target and provided the start time t0.1168

This scintillator is of 4 cm x 6 cm x 0.091 cm size, and was tilted by 45◦ so that its effective area was around 4 cm x1169

4 cm. It was read out by a Photonis MCP-PMT PP03656. Two counters (BC3 and BC4), each read out by a XP20201170

PMT, were located downstream the target to measure the total charge of the fragment particles in each event. BC31171

was based on 10 cm x 10 cm x 0.29 cm scintillator, and the BC4 was 7 cm x 7 cm x 0.3 cm. A veto-counter with the1172

dimensions of 15 cm x 15 cm x 0.3 cm and a hole of 5 cm in diameter was located between BC2 and the target. It1173

was read out by an XP2020 PMT and was included in the reaction trigger to suppress the beam halo.1174

Multi-wire proportional chambers (MWPC): We used two pairs of MWPC chambers, one before and one after1175

the target for in-beam tracking [45]. Each chamber has six planes {X,U,V,X,U,V}. The X wires are aligned in1176

y direction, U and V planes are oriented ±60◦ to X. The distance between wires within one plane is 2.5 mm, the1177

distance between neighboring planes is 1 cm. In total 2304 wires are read out. The active area of each chamber is1178

500 cm2 (22 cm x 22 cm). About 1 m separated the chambers in the first pair upstream the target and 1.5 m between1179

the chambers in the second pair downstream the target. The polar angle acceptance of the chambers downstream1180

the target is 1.46◦. The efficiency of the MWPC pair in front of the target for particles with the charge of 6 is1181

(92.2±0.1)%. The efficiency of the MWPC pair after the target is (88.8±0.7)% for ions with Z = 6, and (89.1±0.2)%1182

for ions with Z = 5.1183

Silicon trackers (Si): As additional tracking system, three Silicon planes [46] were located after the target. In1184

combination with the MWPCs after the target, an increased tracking efficiency is reached. The first and second Si1185

planes share the same housing. The first plane consists of four modules, the second plane has two modules, the third1186

plane has eight modules. Each module has 640 X-strips (vertical in y-direction) and 640 X ′-strips (tilted 2.5◦ relative1187

to X strips). The first plane has smaller modules with 614 X ′ strips and 640 X strips. The first two planes and the1188

third plane are separated by 109 cm. The angular acceptance of the Si detector system is 1.58◦. The design resolution1189

of 1 mm for the y-coordinate and 50 µm for the x-coordinate was achieved in the experiment. The efficiency and1190

acceptance of the Si tracking system, determined for reconstructed MWPC tracks before the target, is (81.5± 0.7)%1191

for outgoing Z = 6 ions, and (82.6± 0.7)% for Z = 5 isotopes.1192

Combined tracks were reconstructed using information from the MWPC pair after the target and the Si detectors.1193

The efficiency to find a Si track or a track in the second pair of the MWPC or a combined track, evaluated for events1194

with reconstructed the track before the target, is (97.7± 0.2)% for Z = 6 ions, and (97.9± 0.3)% for Z = 5 isotopes.1195

Drift Chambers (DCH): Two large-area drift chambers, separated by 2 m, are located downstream the bending1196

magnet. These detectors are used for tracking the charged fragments in the forward direction. Together with the1197

upstream-tracking information of MWPC and Si in front of the magnet, the bending angle and thus the magnetic1198

rigidity of the ions is determined. Each chamber consists of eight coordinate planes, twice {X,Y,U,V}, where X wires1199

are perpendicular to the x-axis, Y wires are at 90◦ relative to X, and U and V are tilted by +/ − 45◦, respectively.1200

The distance between wires within one plane is 1 cm, in total 12,300 wires are read out. The spatial resolution, given1201

as residual resolution, for one plane (X, Y, U, or V) is around 200 µm (1σ). It is obtained by the difference between1202

the measured hit and the position from the reconstructed track at that plane. The efficiency of around 98% (97%) for1203

each plane was estimated for the first (second) DCH based on the reconstructed matched track in the second (first)1204

DCH. A reconstructed track within one DCH chamber has at least 6 points.1205

Two-Arm Spectrometer (TAS): In order to detect light charged particles from the target, scattered to large lab-1206

oratory angles, the symmetric two-arm detection system around the beamline was constructed for this experiment.1207

Each arm, placed horizontally at +/ − 29.5◦ (center) with respect to the beamline, was configured by the following1208

detectors along a 5 m flight length: scintillator – scintillator – GEM – RPC. Each arm holds one GEM (Gas-Electron1209
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Multiplier) station at a distance of 2.3 m from the target. Each GEM station contained two GEM planes with the1210

dimensions of 66 cm (x) x 40 cm (y) each, placed on top of each other (centered at y = 0) to increase the overall1211

sensitive area to 66 cm x 80 cm. The spatial resolution of the GEM hit is 300 µm. Each RPC detector station,1212

located at the end of the two arms at a distance of 5 m from the target, has a sensitive area of 1.1 m x 1.2 m. Each1213

station consists of two gas boxes next to each other, each holds 5 multi-gap Resistive-Plate Chambers (RPCs) planes1214

inside [47]. Two neighboring planes within one box overlap by 5 cm in y direction. Each plane has 30 cm long 1.2 cm1215

wide horizontally aligned readout strips with a pitch of 1.25 cm. The measured x position is obtained by the time1216

difference measured between the ends of one strip. The resolution is 0.6 cm. Together with the position information1217

from the GEM, tracks are reconstructed along the arms and the time-of-flight information is taken from the RPC1218

system. The clustering algorithm was applied to the neighboring strips fired in the same event. In addition, each arm1219

was equipped with two trigger counters (TC), scintillator planes close to the target. The X planes consisted of two1220

scintillators with dimensions of 30 cm x 15 cm x 0.5 cm located vertically side by side and read out by a Hamamatsu1221

7724 PMT each. The distance between the target center and the X-counters was 42 cm. Each Y plane was a single1222

scintillator piece of 50 cm x 50 cm x 2 cm, read out by two ET9954KB PMTs. The distance between the target center1223

and the Y planes was 170 cm. Each arm covers a solid angle of 0.06 sr, limited by the RPC acceptance.1224

Data Acquisition System (DAQ) and Triggers: The DAQ performs readout of the front-end electronics of the1225

BM@N detectors event-by-event based on the information of the trigger system [48]. Timing information were read1226

out from DCH and RPC (two-edge time stamp) and processed by Time to Digital Converters (TDC) based on1227

HPTDC chip with typical accuracy of 20 ps for RPC and 60 ps for DCH. The amplitude information were read out1228

from coordinate detector systems of Si and GEMs and processed by Amplitude to Digital Converters (ADC). The last1229

30 µs of waveforms were read back. The clock and time synchronization was performed using White Rabbit protocol.1230

As mentioned in the main text, the reaction trigger was set up requesting an incoming and outgoing ion in coincidence1231

with signals in the left and right arm trigger scintillator-counters (TC). Additional triggers are built from coincident1232

signals in the various scintillator detectors, suited for either calibration purposes or data taking. The trigger matrix1233

is shown in Table I, creating the so-called Beam trigger, and the physics triggers AndSRC and OrSRC. The input1234

signals are BC1, BC2, and no veto signal (!V-BC). The coincidence condition AndXY requires signals in all TCs in1235

the left and right arm, while OrXY takes the OR between the left and right arm of the spectrometer. The physics1236

data were taken requesting the AndSRC trigger at a rate of about 180 Hz as measured during a beam pulse duration,1237

allowing a livetime of close to 100%.1238

Supplementary Table I. | Trigger Matrix. Different coincidence triggers for collecting the data.

Trigger BC1 BC2 !V-BC AndXY OrXY
Beam x x x
AndSRC x x x x
OrSRC x x x x

1239

1240

2. Fragment Momentum Calculation Trajectories of charged particles are bent in the large analyzer magnet1241

according to their magnetic rigidity, i. e. momentum-over-charge ratio Bρ = P/Q. This allows to determine the1242

fragment total momenta.1243

For this purpose, simulations of the fragments, propagating in the magnetic field, were carried out using the1244

standard field map of the magnet. The corresponding materials of the beam-line detectors were also implemented in1245

the simulation. The simulated fragments were chosen to have the maximum possible position, angular and momentum1246

spread to cover the entire geometrical acceptance of the magnet and detectors. The output of the simulation is used1247

afterwards as a training sample for the multidimensional fit (MDF) algorithm [49] in the form of n-tuples which1248

hold positions and angles of the fragment trajectory upstream and downstream of the magnet: (x0, y0, z0, αx, αy) and1249

(x1, y1, z1, βx, βy) respectively. Performing MDF over the training sample yields an analytical fit function P/Zmdf =1250

f(x0, y0, z0, αx, αy, x1, y1, z1, βx, βy), which can be applied to the positions and angles measured in the experiment.1251

In a similar way, a second MDF function for αx angle was derived as αmdf
x = g(x0, y0, z0, αy, x1, y1, z1, βx, βy). This1252

function is used for the track-matching condition (αmdf
x − αx)=min, which allows to determine whether the tracks in1253

upstream and downstream detection systems belong to the same global track through the magnet.1254

Having determined the two functions, αmdf
x and P/Zmdf , experimental data for the reference trajectory of unreacted1255

12C is used to adjust the input variables’ offsets, which reflect the alignment of the real detectors in the experimental1256

setup with respect to the magnetic field. This is achieved by variation of the offsets in the experimental input1257

variables simultaneously for αmdf
x and P/Zmdf until the residual between P/Zmdf and its reference value is minimal.1258

The reference value is chosen to be the P/Z of unreacted 12C at the exit of the liquid-hydrogen target. Using1259
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Supplementary Fig. 1. | Track Matching. (a) Correlation between αx angle measured upstream of the magnet and the
αmdf
x reconstructed by the MDF. Dashed lines indicate applied cuts for the track matching condition. (b) Residual distribution
αmdf
x − αx and the applied cuts as in (a).
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Supplementary Fig. 2. | Fragment-Momentum Resolution. Total momentum and its resolution for 12C measured with
empty target.

this approach a total-momentum resolution of 0.7 GeV/c for 12C is achieved, as estimated with the empty target1260

data, consistent with the resolution limits of the detection systems, see Fig. 2. The same momentum resolution was1261

obtained for unreacted 12C events, analyzed under the same conditions but with LH2 target inserted. A width of1262

σ = 0.7 GeV/c was measured with a reduced beam momentum of 47.6 GeV/c due to energy loss in the target and1263

additionally straggling. The achieved momentum accuracy is evaluated to be 0.2%.1264

Fig. 1 shows the performance of the second MDF function for αx. A global track is constructed when the recon-1265

structed αmdf
x falls within the 5σ gate indicated in the figure. In the analysis, only events with one global track,1266

which combines the up- and downstream detectors, are considered (if not stated differently). In case of 11B and 10B1267

only one charged-particle tracks are of interest. At this point we do not fully exploit the multi-track capability of this1268

approach.12691270

The fragment tracking efficiency is (50 ± 5)%, obtained for an empty target run and given with respect to the1271

incoming and outgoing Z = 6 ion. This tracking efficiency includes the involved detector efficiencies, as well as the1272
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reconstruction and matching efficiency of good tracks. We define the tracking efficiency for 12C as ratio of events,1273

incoming carbon 12Cin vs. carbon downstream the target 12Cout, with1274

εtrack =
#12Cout

#12Cin
=

#(Good track)&(Zin = 6)&(Zeff = 6)

#(Zin = 6)&(Zeff = 6)
, (1)

where a ”good track” is defined by1275

• Tracks in one of the upstream detector systems and in DCH.1276

• Exactly one reconstructed matched global track based on the combined information from upstream detectors1277

and DCH as explained above.1278

• A ”good” P/Z value: for 12Cout the P/Z value is expected to be centered around 7.98 GeV/c (for beam1279

momentum of 47.9 GeV/c), cf. Fig. 2. To determine the efficiency we examined different cuts in the range1280

(2 − 5)σ based on a Gaussian distribution in order to get an averaged value for the tracking efficiency. To1281

identify the outgoing fragment in a similar way to the physics analysis we considered the 2D cut on P/Z vs. the1282

energy deposit in BC4 and BC3, and checked for the systematics. The uncertainty is defined as the standard1283

deviation resulting from those different cuts with respect to the mean value.1284

Table II lists the different contributions to the extracted efficiency. We adapt the same value for outgoing charge1285

Supplementary Table II. The different contributions for the tracking efficiency.

Good track εtrack(%)

Zin = 6, Zeff = 6 100
Upstream track 98

DCH track 93
Upstream and DCH tracks 91

Global track 70
Good P/Z 50

1286

1287

Zeff = 4, 5, in particular for 10Be the only Be isotope of interest. The tracking efficiency is reduced by 24% due to the1288

MDF algorithm with the applied matching criteria and the single global track condition. Another 28% inefficiency1289

comes from our analysis selection cuts of a good P/Z. The reaction probability from in-beam material downstream1290

the target was estimated to be smaller 5% and thus only contributes a small fraction to the latter condition. However,1291

we estimated the uncertainty for B isotopes, and 10Be using the experimental data. We looked at the fraction of 11,10B1292

(10Be) from events with Zeff = 5 (Zeff = 4). Zeff = 5 comes dominantly with 11B or 10B. We varied the fragment1293

identification cuts to check the sensitivity of this fraction. This resulted in a very similar uncertainty to the 12C, and1294

therefore we adapt the same uncertainty.1295

Zeff = 4 can come with several Be isotopes, or a combination of lighter fragments. In this case, to evaluate the1296

uncertainty, we looked at the fraction of 10Be from events with Zeff = 4, and changed the identification cuts to1297

evaluate the sensitivity. This resulted in ∼ 30% difference (as opposed to 10% for C and B). Therefore, for 10Be, we1298

consider εtrack = (50± 15)%.1299

For the overall fragment identification efficiency an additional (83 ± 6)% efficiency for the measurement of the1300

outgoing charge in BC3 and BC4 needs to be added.1301

3. Reaction-Vertex Reconstruction The reaction vertex is reconstructed whenever one track is reconstructed in1302

each arm of the TAS. This requires at least one hit in the GEM and RPC systems to form a linear track in each arm.1303

We consider only single-track options from the hit combinations. The coincident two tracks that come closest, formed1304

from all possible hit combinations, determine the vertex position along the beamline in the z direction. Alignment1305

procedures within the GEM-RPC system, the left and right arm, as well as relative to the incoming beam are applied.1306

No particular reaction channel for absolute calibration purposes is available, therefore the detector positioning relies on1307

a laser-based measurement, and the alignment relative to the other detector systems and the beam using experimental1308

data. The quality of the tracks is selected according to their minimum distance, a selection criteria of better than1309

4 cm is applied in this analysis. Given the smaller angular coverage of the RPC system compared to the GEMs and1310

detector inefficiencies, the track reconstruction efficiency is 40%, with an RPC detection efficiency of about 85%.13111312

The position resolution in z was determined by placing three Pb foils separated by 15 cm at the target position.1313

The reconstructed vertex position is shown in Fig. 3, clearly three distinct peaks at a distance of 15 cm representing1314

the Pb foils are reproduced. Given the width of each peak, the z-position resolution from the two-arm spectrometer1315

is on average 1.8 cm (1σ). Knowing the vertex and the position in the RPC, the flight length is determined.1316
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Supplementary Fig. 3. | TAS Results. Vertex in z direction for 3 Pb foils at the target position to determine the position
resolution of the vertex reconstruction. The position resolution is 1.8 cm (1σ), the fit is shown by the red line (plus background).
The dashed black lines indicate the absolute position alignment at z = ±15 cm and zero.
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Supplementary Fig. 4. | TAS Results. (a) Result of RPC ToF calibration, γ peak arising in subtracted spectrum for Pb
target runs with and without Pb sheets directly in front of RPC. The extracted ToF resolution is 175 ps (1ß, σ). (b) Basic
velocity condition to select protons, the velocity cut in the left and right arm are indicated by the red lines.

4. ToF Calibration and proton momentum reconstruction resolution. The time-of-flight (ToF) calibration1317

for the RPC is done by measuring gamma rays emitted from interactions with a single-foil Pb target. A 9 mm thick1318

single Pb target was installed at the center position of the LH2 target. In addition, a thin lead sheet was placed1319

directly in front of the RPCs to convert gammas to charged particles. Measurements were done with and without1320

the RPC lead sheet and the difference in the measured ToF spectrum for the two measurements was used to isolate1321

gamma rays events. The subtracted ToF spectrum is shown in Fig. 4a, presenting a total ToF resolution (including1322

the t0 resolution) of 175 ps. Together with the time-of-flight that is measured between the start counter BC2 and the1323

RPC, the total proton momentum can be determined. For a 2 GeV/c proton this corresponds to ∆ToF/ToF ∼ 0.95%1324

which translates into a total-momentum resolution of 5.3% in the laboratory system and ∼ 60 MeV/c for the missing1325

momentum from the two protons in the 12C rest frame.1326

Fig. 4b shows the β distribution of measured charged particles in the TAS with the initial velocity selection cut of1327

0.8 < β < 0.96 applied for each particle shown as a red square.1328
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